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Introduction
There has been long interest in developing alternatives
to donor corneas preservation for providing tissue during
prolonged period of time. In recent years, accumulative
evidence suggest that glycerin preserved cornea at -80 °C
as alternative method for corneal preservation maintaining sterility, thickness, optical transparency and mechanical strength of the tissue [1].
In the last 20 years we have observed a major change
in the indications transplant corneas using lamellar techniques [2]. Among these techniques, the use of endothelial
tissue for Descemet’s membrane endothelial keratoplasty
(DMEK) is a method with excellent clinical results [3].
With the preparation procedure of the grafts under strict
controlled conditions (Clean-room) we obtained, together
with the endothelium, another tissue that correspond to the
anterior lamella. This structure basically is compoused by stroma and epithelium.
Accumulative evidence suggest that cellular components of the fresh corneal tissue including the epithelium,
keratocytes and the bone marrow derived cells are sources
of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) antigens and
minor H antigens are responsible for tissue rejection [4].

preparation in a pre-cut cornea for DMEK procedure for
the treatment of reconstructive surgery of an eye severely injured by trauma with an excellent clinical results.

Case Report
A 68-year-old man was injured in the left eyelid after
accidental trauma for which he was treated with reconstructive surgery of upper and lower eyelid, and then
with a deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty (DALK) for
corneal leucoma produced by corneal laceration that he
suffered in the same accident.
After a good postoperative course, 3 months later
the patient present eye discomfort. The eye has melting
at the recipient part of the cornea, without involvement
of donor cornea. It is located at the inferior temporal
margin and coinciding with suture that have been extruded from inferior eyelid.
The melting was following by corneal perforation
with athalamia.
The emergency treatment consisted in the use of
tissue adhesive (Histoacryl®) and placed a therapeutic
lens. This treatment was followed by programmed surgery applying a partial graft in the melting area.

Previous paper [4,5] have shown that corneal tissues
stores in glycerol at -80 °C were least antigenic and also
retains optical transparency, thickness and strength compared to tissue stored at 4 °C.

We clean the damaged area in an almond shape and
prepare the allograft with the same shape of the receiving area, we reduce the thickness by removing the posterior stroma, descemet membrane, endothelium and
epithelium, to adapt the graft perfectly.

In this case report we have used an anterior lamella
glycerol preserved at -80 °C in Tissue Banking after tissue

The allograft we used was distributed from our Tissue
Bank previously frozen at -80 °C in 100% glycerol by 30 days.
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Allograft was sutured with nylon 10/0 stitches and covered with allograft of amniotic membrane to promote epithelialization of the area. That procedure solves the damage (Figure 1).

ics and 20% autologous serum, maintaining a therapeutic
lens during the first month. The graft epithelialization was
complete at the end of the amniotic membrane resorption
after 20 days (Figure 2).

A positive outcome was observed postoperatively and
after topical treatment based on corticosteroids, antibiot-

To date, 6 months of follow-up the graft remains stable
and has been vascularized. In addition to this has not presented rejection without immunosuppresive treatment.
The patient show a correct apposition of edges, adequate
transparency and graft thickness and satisfactory epithelialization without vascularitation or rejection signs (Figure 3).
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) revealed a good
tissue integration in host donor stroma was very similar to
recipient (Figure 4).
Visual acuity is 1/3 with correction of + 3 - 7 × 60.
We consider that this high astigmatism is caused by the
stitches and we hope a decrease after its withdrawal at
6 months after surgery.

Discussion
For the treatment of this patient we could choose some
procedures [6] that in our opinion, have a worst outcome.
Figure 1: Two weeks postoperatively. The eye is quiet.
The amniotic membrane remains.

Figure 2: Two months postoperatively. The amniotic membrane has been reabsorbed.

-Perforation closure with amniotic membrane only
[7]. The DALK have only three months, the melting decreases the tension of the suture, which can not be re-

Figure 3: Six months follow-up.

Figure 4: OCT images. The donor stroma look like recipient stroma.
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solved properly only by membrane suturing because of
the loss of substance in the area.
-Closing drilling with autologous [8], lyophilized or
preserved [9] scleral graft could be an option but it has
limitations due to its transparency, and a worse handling and adaptation to the area.
-Closing drilling by a fresh donor cornea [10]. In our
opinion graft antigenicity in addition to a peripheral drilling, increases the vascularization risk promoting the rejection of the graft.
So we decided to carry out this technique with the use
of lamellar anterior allograft frozen with glycerol 100%. Accumulative evidence suggest that cryopreservation reduce
antigenicity that reduce the rejection likelihood [1,11].
Furthermore the graft is transparent, maintaining
optical purpose of this area and additionally is identical
to the altered structure thereby maintaining the anatomy of the area.
This is a unique case followed for 6 months, but thanks
to the ease of handling of the graft, good evolution that
has taken so far and transparency, stability, absence of rejection and vascularization makes us hope that this type
graft can be used for this and more types of eye diseases.
The positive outcome observed in this case encourages
us to follow the investigation. Prospective clinical studies
would help validate these findings a possible prove beneficial patients care.
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